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Dear all,
We have had a very busy half term, but how wonderful it is to be back to normality! It has been our pleasure to
welcome everyone back into school and for our community to see Poverest in action.
We have had many prospective parents in for our first open morning and they loved the school!

Pupil Parent Review meetings have gone well this week and parents are glad to see that their child has settled in well
to the new academic year. Our Parent Forum met earlier this week, so thank you to all our class representatives for
volunteering.
Our full complement of clubs outside outside of the school day provides our children with fun and enjoyable
activities. Thank you to out teachers who run these for free.
What a lovely way to finish our first half term by welcoming our grandparents in for tea and cakes to say thank you
for all that they do.
The Friends of Poverest have also ensured that our children have had special treats too, so a huge thank you to
them.

I’d like to take this opportunity to ask if you or relative are free for a couple of hours each week to come into the
school to hear some of our children read. They love doing this and our volunteers always find it very rewarding.
Please message me with any questions.
Do check on our Autumn Term Events list to make sure you don’t miss anything!
With times hard at the moment, please remember we are here, so please ask if you need help.
Have a lovely half term! Please remember to read and play Maths games during the two week break!
Mrs Weeks

Attendance
For all children who attained 100% attendance this half
term they will be doing something special on Friday
14th November!

Class
Walnut R
Willow R
Hazel - Yr1
Holly - Yr1
Cedar - Yr2
Chestnut - Yr2
Beech - Yr3
Birch - Yr3
Fig - Yr4
Fir - Yr4
Elder - Yr5
Elm - Yr5
Oak - Yr6
Olive Yr6
Ash
Maple
Whole School

Attendance
96.14
96.19
96.83
94.37
93.89
92.35
93.73
96.94
93.67
92.61
95.3
93.72
95.36
93.49
88.1
93.97
94.45
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Walnut Class
Literacy
In Literacy we have been reading books that link with the
topic ‘Ourselves’. We have read lots of different stories
about celebrating our differences, our families and
stories to celebrate Black History Month. We have
written our names,
learnt lots of
different sounds in
Phonics and love
exploring our
writing areas
around our
learning
environment.
PE
We had a great time taking part in our PE lessons this
half term. We have also been working on our fine motor
skills with
various
‘funky
fingers’
activities.

Expressive Arts and Design

We have enjoyed starting our music lessons with Becky
and preparing to perform at the grandparents tea party.
We have begun to use our sketchbooks and have created
our own Picasso inspired artwork.

Maths
We have been learning all about numbers and 2D
shapes this half term. We have been matching
quantity to numerals, solving real world mathematical
problems and learning to name and talk about the
properties of 2D shapes. We have also looked at
measures and how to measure length and capacity.

Personal and Social Development
We have been taking part in lots of circle time
discussions, getting to know each other and talking
about the school rules. We have also discussed how
we can look
after our teeth
and the
importance of
brushing!
Understanding the World

We have been talking about our family history,
creating family trees and the occupations of our
family members. We have been learning about the
seasons and talking about the changes that we
notice.
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Willow Class
English
In English we have been reading books that link with the
topic ‘ourselves’. We have been talking about who is in
our family and practising to write our own names, as well
as other family members.

Maths
We have been learning all about numbers and 2D
shapes this half term. We have been matching
quantity to numerals, solving real world mathematical
problems and learning to name and talk about the
properties of 2D shapes.

PE
We had a great time taking part in our PE lessons this
half term. We have also been working on our fine motor
skills with
various
‘funky
fingers’
activities.

Expressive Arts and Design

We have enjoyed starting our music lessons with Becky
and preparing to perform at the Grandparents tea party.
We have begun to use our sketchbooks and have created
our own Picasso inspired artwork.

PSHE
We have been
taking part in lots
of circle time
discussions,
getting to know
each other and
talking about the
school rules.
Understanding the World

We have been talking about our family history,
creating family trees and the occupations of our
family members. We have been learning about the
seasons and talking about the changes that we have
noticed.
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English

Year One have read multiple books this half term
including ‘Orion and the Dark’ and ‘Billy and the Beast’.
We have been learning to make predictions, use
adjectives to describe our favourite (or least favourite)
characters and ask questions (in writing and through
drama) about the story. We also drew story maps and
made models of our monster out of Plasticine.

Science
We have been enjoying our Seasonal Changes topic in
Science this half term. We have been learning the
months of the year and discovering which months fall
into which season. We have been carrying out simple
tests on the weather in Autumn. We made rain gauges
and measured the rainfall everyday for a week. We also
made windsocks to determine the strength and
direction of the wind.

History
This term we have been looking at shops and food from
50 years ago, we set up different shops such as the
bakers, greengrocers and a sweet shop. We discussed
that supermarkets didn’t exist 50 years ago and shopping
for food was a completely different experience.
We then went to The Nugent Centre to buy bread, butter
and bananas to make a tea time treat.

Maths

Hazel Class have been busy in Maths this half term. We
have been focusing on counting to 100 in ones and in
tens, addition and finding one more and one less of
each number.
We have also been using different resources to help
with our understanding of number.

Religious Studies
This half term we have been focusing on ‘Special People’
in different religions. We decided who our own special
people were and why they were special to us. We then
learned about who is important to people of the
Christian and Buddhist faith.
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English

Year One have read multiple books this half term
including ‘Orion and the Dark’ and ‘Billy and the Beast’.
We have been learning to make predictions, use
adjectives to describe our favourite (or least favourite)
characters and ask questions (in writing and through
drama) about the story. We discovered Beast footprints
in our classroom and we made WANTED posters to
inform the rest of the children in Poverest.

Maths
Holly Class have been busy in Maths this half term. We
have been focusing on counting to 100 in 1s and in 10s,
addition and finding one more and one less of each
number. We also enjoyed learning about ordinal
numbers. The children ordered themselves and wrote
who was 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th.

Design and Technology
In our Design and Technology lessons we have been
designing and making a windmill for a small mouse and
his family. We designed the windmill based on the
mouse’s design criteria, assembled it and tested it
against a very strong wind. I am pleased to say that all of
the windmill’s withstood the

Religious Studies
This half term we have been focusing on ‘Special People’
in different religions. We decided who our own special
people were and why they
were special to us. We then
learned about who is
important to people of the
Christian and Buddhist faith.
We re-enacted the story of
the Buddha and made our
own Buddha using Plasticine!

Science
We have been enjoying our seasonal changes topic in
Science this half term. We have been learning the
months of the year and discovering which months fall
into what season. We have been carrying out simple
tests on the weather in Autumn. We made rain gauges
and measured the rainfall everyday for a week. We also
made windsocks to determine the strength and
direction of the wind.
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Physical Education

This half term in PE we
have been learning skills
which will develop our
football playing ability.
We have learnt to pass,
dribble, control the ball
and how to work as a
team to play the game.
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Music
We have been learning to use tuned and untuned
instruments. We have learnt a new song to sing and
then play our untuned instruments along to it. We then
learnt about tuned instruments and created our own
melodies. This was on a Glockenspiel.

Science
We have learnt about animals including humans this half
term. We had to match animals and their babies and
then discuss how they change over time.
Maths

English
In Literacy we have been writing all about The Great Fire
of London. We were reading a story called ‘Vlad and The
Great Fire of London’. We have also been learning Phase
5 and Phase 6 phonics to support our writing. We have
been learning new spelling rules in Phase 6 and
recapping to secure our Phase 5 knowledge.

We have been learning about numbers but we have
been looking more in depth at them. We have been
looking at their
place value and
how the
numerals
change when
you add or
subtract ones
and tens.
PSHE
In PSHE we have been meeting with Miss Irwin to learn
about mindfulness. We loved using teddy bear
breathing to create a sense of calm within ourselves.
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Science

We have learnt about animals including humans this half
term.
We had to choose five different physical activities which
we could do in one minute. We then measured how
many of that activity we did and the impact it had on our
bodies.

History
We have been learning about the Great Fire of London.
We have learnt a song all about it called ‘Great Fire
1666’. This tells us the whole story of what happened
on that dreadful day in September 1666.

Art
We have been
exploring different
textures and tones.
We have taken
rubbings of different
textures in the class,
we have frottaged
and used different
pencils to create
different tones.

Maths

English
In Literacy we have been writing all about The Great Fire
of London. We were reading a story called ‘Vlad and The
Great Fire of London’. Vlad is a flea that was in the Great
Fire and he is retelling the story. We have written poems,
stories and descriptions during our English lessons. Here
we are hot seating as Vlad!

This half term we have been learning to add and
subtract ten, balance
addition number
sentences and using
number bonds to work
out sums beyond ten. We
also worked on our
estimating skills trying our
best not to just count the
objects we were using.
Geography
In Geography we have been learning about mapping
skills. We went on a walk around the local area spotting
the human and physical features.
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Beech Class
Beech Class has had a fantastic start to the new academic year. We have settled in very well and are enjoying our
learning journey. Each one of us in Beech are putting our best effort in all the areas of learning.

We have been very creative in writing amazing fantasy stories using various grammatical tools. In maths we have
shown excellence in understanding place value of two digit and three digit numbers, partitioning numbers and
representation of numbers on a number line.

We have also grown as artists and are very proud of our creative designs of textured rubbings to create nature
inspired artwork. We have enjoyed learning about digital devices and have loved reading stories under the open sky.
It has been a great first term!
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Birch Class
We have been very busy in Birch class this half term! We have enjoyed settling back into our school routine and
catching up with all our friends.
This year, we have started learning Spanish. We are able to say different greetings, count to 20, recognise colours
and share our feelings. This has been such an exciting journey so far and we’re eager to learn more!
In Topic this half term, we have enjoyed learning about the Roman Empire. We have seen some real life Roman
artefacts and learnt about life in Britain before, during and after the Roman invasion. We have made our own
Roman shields and used these to demonstrate the ‘tortoise formation’. We look forward to learning more after
half term.
Our topic for Science this half term has been Animals Including Humans. We have discussed all of the things
animals and humans need in order to survive and stay healthy. We have enjoyed learning about the skeletal
system and learning the names of some of the bones in our bodies. We have also learnt about the job of muscles
and tendons, we are able to explain how these work in order to move our arms. As a class, we conducted our first
scientific enquiry ‘How does the length of a femur affect the distance jumped’. For this enquiry, we needed to
decide how to make this a fair test, we made a list of all the equipment that would be needed to carry out the
experiment and we all began to write our own predictions. After the experiment, we added our findings to a results
table and each wrote our own conclusions to summarise what we found out. We look forward to our next scientific
investigation.
In English this half term, we have looked at two wonderful picture books. We started the year with ‘Ocean Meets
Sky’ which was about a boy’s journey to the palace from his grandfather’s stories. This led to us creating our own
imaginary journeys for the characters in our first creative stories of the year. We spent two days writing these
stories! We are very proud of the outcomes. The second story ‘Flotsam’ was a picture book with no words, we
were able to predict what the story was about and could write our own words for the pages. Within this story, a
boy stumbles upon an old camera on the beach and has the pictures developed. We created our very own photo
albums for these pictures and have predicted what might happen next.

So far in Maths, we have been focusing on the place value of two digit and three digit numbers. To do this, we have
used various resources to represent larger numbers and show what
happens to them when we add and subtract. We have even been able to
use this knowledge in the context of money and word problems. We
have come up with some fantastic mathematical explanations.
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Fig Class

Fig class has had a busy half term. In Science, our topic has been Animals Including Humans. We
have learnt about the teeth - the names of different teeth and their functions. To help us with our
learning we made a set of teeth from playdough. Our investigation for Science was observing how different liquids
can cause tooth decay. Putting boiled eggs into coke, water and orange juice we observed what happened to the
egg shells. Did you know that eggs have similar characteristics to teeth? We won't divulge on which was the worst
drink for teeth over a period of time! Our final experiment was seeing how food travels through the digestive
system.

In Art and Design, we have been learning different skills. One of these skills has been colour mixing using Paul
Cezanne as our artist starting point. Fig had the fantastic opportunity of visiting The Keeping Gallery- a house in
Shortlands which belonged to the artist/illustrator Charles Keeping and his wife Renate Keeping. She was a painter
and a textile artist. We learnt about their lives and looked at their beautiful work. With that inspiration, we drew
designs based on what we had seen in little Keeping books made of cartridge paper.

In RE, we have been learning about the Hindu God Krishna and how we can celebrate Krishna's birth through
sharing delicious food. In History, we have been learning about the Anglo-Saxons, as a cross curricular lesson, we
learnt about the runic alphabet and created our names using the milk pastel technique in Art and Design.
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History

We researched and made Saxon Runes!

Religious Studies
We created artwork about the Hindu god Khrisna!

Trips Out
We went to visit the Keeping Gallery in Shortlands
earlier this term.

Maths
We have looked into teeth and tooth decay, and we
made teeth out of modelling clay.
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Elm and Elder Classes
English in Year Five was extremely enjoyable this half term as we have been working on poetry. We have designed a
picture using watercolours and written a poem describing autumn. We included figurative language including
metaphor and simile. In RE we have been learning about festivals including Yom Kippur, where we discussed the
importance of saying sorry and understood why you should not lie or else consequences will occur. This term,
recorders have been our main focus in Music. We have learned three notes and enjoyed our lessons thoroughly. PE
has been enjoyed by lots of students this term, as we have been working on High 5 netball. We played lots of fun
minigames, and even team matches.
Science has been really interesting as we learned about forces. We dropped parachutes from the staff room window
and timed how long it took for the parachute to fall. Along with air resistance, we have been learning about water
resistance by dropping carefully shaped pieces of clay (our submarines) into water and seeing how long it takes for
each shape to fully sink. In Geography, we have been learning about contour lines by making islands from different
coloured card and drawing contour lines and map symbols on treasure maps. We also have been using compasses by
trying to get from one place and seeing where we end up! In English we have been reading The Tempest by William
Shakespeare, writing our own version and acting it out - there certainly was a lot of drama! We also read ‘The Lost
Thing’ by Sean Tann - which celebrates the beauty of difference.
In Maths, we have been calculating decimals with column method and frog method for money and change. Earlier
last week, we got to try out the new gym equipment on the playground and enjoyed taking turns to try out each
activity. We were lucky to be able to use this equipment during our breaktime.
We are all very excited for our Science Museum trip next week - we will report on that in a future newsletter.
Written by Nate (Elder) and Milly (Elm)
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Oak Class
This half term, the children in Oak Class have been showing off their skills and producing some fantastic work.

We started the Autumn term with the children bringing in their projects that were linked to our Geography topic
‘Earth Matters’. Some of the children created model replicas of volcanoes whilst others created fact files that were
full of amazing facts.

In English, we began looking at ‘The Three Little Pigs’, but with a very
modern twist. The Pigs were arrested for the suspected murder of The
Big Bad Wolf. Looking at all the evidence, we asked the children to
become detectives and look at all the evidence to see who they would
side with. Having collected enough evidence, the children produced
newspaper reports using bias to side with either The Three Little Pigs or
The Big Bad Wolf.
As part of PSHE, we have been very lucky to have Miss Irwin visit us
to teach us Paws B. This is a mindfulness activity which we are
encouraged to use at school and at home. We have been looking at
the different parts of
the brain and learning
breathing techniques to
help maintain a sense of
calm.
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Olive Class
Olive Class has settled fantastically this term and worked incredibly hard in all areas of the curriculum.
Over the summer holidays they completed creative projects around our topic ‘Earth Matters’. Some were 3D
models, posters and creative quizzes. Take a look at their fantastic work.

In Science this term we have been learning about the circulatory system and how important our blood is in
transporting oxygen and key nutrients around our bodies. The children learnt about the composition of the blood
including the red blood cells, white blood cells, platelets and plasma. They created the composition of the blood
using sweets and syrup. As you can see we have far less white blood cells (marshmallows) than red blood cells (bon
bons).

PE has been a highlight this term, with the children learning how to play netball and developing skills to effectively
participate in a game. The children have enjoyed it so much that they even wrote persuasive letters to Mrs Weeks
to find out if a Netball club could be started at Poverest.
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Physical Education

In PE, the children have been perfecting their gymnastics
skills. We have been using the apparatus to help us with
our large motor skills. We have also been working on
working as a team and turn taking.

Science
This half term in Science, some of the children have
been investigating air resistance. We made three
different sized parachutes and predicted which one
would take the longest time to reach the ground. We
found that the bigger the parachute the slower it
falls… Unless it gets caught by a gust of wind!

Outside Learning
We have been very lucky to have the opportunity to
learn how to use the new outdoor gym equipment in the
Junior Playground.

Maths
In Maths this half term, some of the children have
been working on ordering first, second and third. The
children have enjoyed racing cars and recording which
ones came first, second and first.

